
Lecture 12:
“The Reception of Darwinism”

“Darwin’s book is out and created 
a tremendous furore on all hands.”


�� �Joseph Dalton Hooker
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Road Map 
I Thinking about “A173<B7O1�@3D=:CB7=<A”

I The Darwinian debate 
– Darwin’A�0/A71�>@=>=A/:
– Supporters 
– Critics 

I ,/A�B63@3�@3/::G�/�“�/@E7<7/<�@3D=:CB7=<”? 

I Now it’A�G=C@�BC@<�
– Student Darwinian Debate 
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Darwin’’s Basic Proposal
 

I )63�27D3@A7BG�=4�:743�7A�B63�@3AC:B�=4�23A13<B�E7B6� 
;=27O1/B7=<�/A�/�@3AC:B�=4�27A1=D3@/0:3�</BC@/:�:/EA 

I �6734�/;=<5�B63A3�:/EA�7A�B63�>@7<17>:3�=4�</BC@/:�
A3:31B7=<

I $<13�E3�D73E�B63�27D3@A7BG�=4�:743�/A�B63�@3AC:B�=4�
23A13<B�E7B6�;=27O1/B7=<�0G�;3/<A�=4�</BC@/:�
A3:31B7=<��“there will be a considerable revolution in 
natural history....” (�/@E7<��The Origin) 
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Thomas Kuhn, ““The Structure of 

  (1962)
 

I Kuhn’A�;=23:�=4�B63�67AB=@G�=4�A173<13� 
– $D3@�B7;3��A173<13�23D3:=>A�3@@/B71/::G��?C73B3@�>3@7=2A�=4�
AB3/2G�5@=EB6�/@3�>C<1BC/B32�0G�=11/A7=</:�@3D=:CB7=</@G�
C>63/D/:A�7<�E6716�/:;=AB�3D3@GB67<5�16/<53A 

– “Normal science” 6/>>3<A�E63<�A173<B7ABA�>CHH:3�A=:D3�E7B67<�
/�57D3<�4@/;3E=@9�=@�“paradigm” of research 

– “Revolutionary science” happens when one paradigm is
2@/;/B71/::G�@3>:/132�0G�/<=B63@ 

– (173<B7O1�@3D=:CB7=<A�@3>@3A3<B�AC16�A6/@>�0@3/9A�B6/B�7B’s 
274O1C:B�=@�7;>=AA70:3�B=�;3/<7<54C::G�1=;>/@3�@3A3/@16�2=<3�
C<23@�BE=�/:B3@</B7D3�>/@/275;A� 

”
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What does Kuhn’’s model predict

at a time of ““9)/+4:/B)�


revolution?””
 
I A sense of crisis 

I )63�3F7AB3<13�=4�:/@53�A1/:3�1=<B@=D3@AG 

I ��1:/A6�03BE33<�4C<2/;3<B/::G�7<1=;>/B70:3�
E/GA�=4�B67<97<5 

I �:3/@�E7<<3@A�/<2�:=A3@A 

I )63�=D3@B6@=E�=4�=<3�E/G�=4�2=7<5�/�
>/@B71C:/@�A173<13�7<�4/D=@�=4�/<=B63@ 
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Was there a ““Darwinian Revolution””?
 

I	 Let’A�@3D73E�B63�230/B3�/@=C<2��/@E7<’s 
Origin of Species with Kuhn’A�;=23:�7<�;7<2� 

I $C@�?C3AB7=<�E7::�03� 
– To what extent did the ����������
������� 

inaugurate a ““�������"������������”” in Kuhn’’�� 
������������������ 

I )=�2=�B67A��E3’@3�5=7<5�B=�@3D73E�B63�
contributions of 12 different contributors to 

the Darwinian debates in the 1860s & 1870s
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Darwin’’s supporters 

I Joseph Hooker 

I �6/@:3A�!G3:: 

I )6=;/A��CF:3G 

I �:4@32�'CAA3:�,/::/13 

I �A/��@/G 

I �6/@:3A� 7<5A:3G 
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I �=B/<7AB��3F>:=@3@��
Director of Kew 
Gardens 

I Darwin’A�1:=A3AB� 
friend and '32E(%28)

I �/@:G�/<2�D3@G�

 

 

 

 

   

Joseph Dalton Hooker, 1817-1911
 

>@3AB757=CA�1=<D3@B�
to Darwin’s ideas 
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I �=B/<7AB��3F>:=@3@��
Director of Kew 
Gardens 

I Darwin’A�1:=A3AB� 
friend and '32E(%28)

I �/@:G�/<2�D3@G�

 

 

 

 

   

Joseph Dalton Hooker, 1817-1911
 

>@3AB757=CA�1=<D3@B�
to Darwin’s ideas 

“I am a sinner not to have 
written you  ere this, if only to 

thank you for your glorious book- 
what a mass of close reasoning 

on curious facts and fresh 
phenomena-it is capitally written 

and will be very 
successful….Lyell, with whom we 

are staying, is perfectly 
enchanted, and is absolutely 

gloating over it.” 
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Charles Lyell, 1797-1875
 

I �:=A3�4@73<2�=4�
Darwin 

I �3=:=571/:�;3<B=@
I	 Cautious acceptance


of Darwin’s basic 

>@=>=A/:��E7B6�B63�
A75<7O1/<B�3F13>B7=<�
=4�/�4C::G�</BC@/:7AB71�
B63=@G�=4�6C;/<�
origins 
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I �:=A3�4@73<2�=4�
Darwin 

I �3=:=571/:�;3<B=@
I Cautious acceptance 

of Darwin’s basic 
>@=>=A/:��E7B6�B63�
A75<7O1/<B�3F13>B7=<�

 

 
 

Charles Lyell, 1797-1875 

=4�/�4C::G�</BC@/:7AB71�
B63=@G�=4�6C;/<�
origins 

“If, in conformity with the theory 
of progression, we believe mankind 
to have risen slowly from a rude 
and humble starting point, such 
leaps may…have cleared at one 

bound the space which separated 
the highest stage of the 

unprogressive intelligence of the 
-2*)6-36�%2-1%07�*631�8,)�E678�%2(�
lowest form of improvable reason 

manifested by man.” 
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Charles Lyell, 1797-1875 

=4�/�4C::G�</BC@/:7AB71�
B63=@G�=4�6C;/<�
origins 

I �:=A3�4@73<2�=4�
Darwin 

I �3=:=571/:�;3<B=@
I Cautious acceptance

of Darwin’s basic 
>@=>=A/:��E7B6�B63�
A75<7O1/<B�3F13>B7=<�

“If, in conformity with the theory 
of progression, we believe mankind 
to have risen slowly from a rude 
and humble starting point, such 
leaps may…have cleared at one 

bound the space which separated 
the highest stage of the 

unprogressive intelligence of the 
-2*)6-36�%2-1%07�*631�8,)�E678�%2(�
lowest form of improvable reason 

manifested by man.” 
“Oh!” 

“Sentence at 
top of p. 
makes me 
groan.” 
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Thomas Henry Huxley, 1825-1895
 

I	 L�/@E7<NA��C::2=5M 

I	 Seized on the Origin as a 
cause celebre on behalf 
5,�'�4+=��9+2,�)54B*+4:�
9)/+4:/B)�4':;8'2/93


 

cause of descent with 
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Thomas Henry Huxley, 1825-1895 

 � ������	
���������

� Seized on the Origin as a

f cause celebre on behalf 
����������	�
������������


���������������
�

  

� �������	����	�
����������	��������	�������������������������
��������	�����������	�������
cause of descent with 
����������	

�All competent naturalists 
and physiologists, whatever 

their opinions as to the 
ltimate fate of the doctrines 
put forth, acknowledge that 

[the Origin] is a solid 
contribution to knowledge 

and inaugurates a new epoch 
in natural historyyyyy�

u
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“My dear Huxley, “I must send you a line to say what a good fellow you are to
send me so long an account of the Oxford doings. I have read it twice & sent it

to my wife & when I get home shall read it again: it has so much interested 
me.— But how durst you attack a live Bishop in that fashion? I am quite 
%7,%1)(�3*�=39���%:)�=39�23�6):)6)2')�*36�E2)�0%;2�70)):)7���=��3:)��=39�

seem to have done it well….” 
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Thomas Henry Huxley, 1825-1895
 

I L�/@E7<NA��C::2=5M 

  Seized on the Origin as a 
cause 


I �'*�9/-4/B)'4:�

reservations about 
natural selection as the 
principal cause of
*+9)+4:�=/:.�35*/B)':/54 

“Until selection and 
breeding can be seen 

to give rise to 
varieties which are 
infertile with each 

other, natural 
selection cannot be 

proved." 
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  Important supporter 
after his return to 


  Came to differ with 

Darwin in the 

origins 
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I 

I 

I	 Came to differ with 

Darwin in the 

:/B3����
���
>/@B71C:/@:G�=D3@�B63� 
93G�?C3AB7=<�=4�6C;/<� 
origins 

�=�27A1=D3@�=4�</BC@/:�
A3:31B7=< 

Important supporter
after his return to 
�<5:/<2�7<����� 

"I hope you have 
not murdered too 
completely your 

own and my 
child.” 

“The inference I would draw 
from this class of phenomena 
is, that a superior intelligence 
has guided the development of 
1%2�-2�%�()E2-8)�(-6)'8-32��%2(�
for a special purpose, just as 
man guides the development of 

many animal and vegetable 
forms.” 
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I %@=43AA=@�=4��=B/<G��
�/@D/@2�*<7D3@A7BG 

I Darwin’A�:3/27<5�
AC>>=@B3@�7<�B63�*�(� 

I �3D=B32:G�@3:757=CA�� 
E=@932�B=�@31=<17:3� 

�A/��@/G�����
�����
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

�/@E7<7A;�/<2��6@7AB7/<7BG 

I Had an extended debate 
E7B6��/@E7<�/0=CB�</BC@/:� 
A3:31B7=<�/<2�23A75< 
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I %@=43AA=@�=4��=B/<G��
�/@D/@2�*<7D3@A7BG 

I Darwin’A�:3/27<5�
AC>>=@B3@�7<�B63�*�(� 

I �3D=B32:G�@3:757=CA�� 
E=@932�B=�@31=<17:3� 
�/@E7<7A;�/<2��6@7AB7/<7BG 

I Had an extended debate 
E7B6��/@E7<�/0=CB�</BC@/:� 
A3:31B7=<�/<2�23A75< 

�A/��@/G�����
�����

“You are a hybrid. A 
complex cross of Lawyer, 

Poet, Naturalist, and 
Theologian! Was there 
ever such a monster 
seen before? .. Your 

metaphors and similes…
make me envious…. I 
should like to steal a 

few…” 

“Paley, in his celebrated analogy with the 
watch, insists that if the timepiece were 

so constructed as to produce other 
similar watches, after a manner of 
generation in animals, the argument 

from design would be all the stronger.
What is to hinder… [us] from giving 
Paley’s argument a further a fortiori 
extension to the supposed case of a 

watch which sometimes produces better
watches. And contrivances adapted to 
successive conditions. And so, at length, 
turns out a chronometer..[or] a town 

clock“? 
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“ ” from 
within Christian 

 
Christians to 
embrace Darwin’s 
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I �<5:71/<�1:3@5G;/<��
67AB=@7/<��E@7B3@��
</BC@/:7AB

I �;>=@B/<B�3/@:G� 
“1=<D3@B” from 
within Christian 
1=;;C<7BG 

 

 

 
 

 

 

        

 



 



 


 


 
Christians to 
embrace Darwin’s 



















“ I have gradually learnt to see 
that it is just as noble a conception 
of Deity, to believe that he created 

primal forms capable of 
development into all forms needful 

pro tempore & pro loco, as to 
believe that He required a fresh act

of intervention to supply the 
lacunas wh. He himself had made. I 
question whether the former be not 

the loftier thought” 
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Darwin’’s supporters: points to notice
 

I �::�/AA3@B32��/@E7<’A�@756B�B=�/2D/<13�67A�B63=@G�=<� 
036/:4�=4�/��<3E:G�A3:4�1=<O23<B��A173<13 

I $<:G��==93@�/<2� 7<5A:3G�/;=<5�=C@�A7F�/113>B32� 
Darwin’A�0/A71�>@=>=A/:�E7B6=CB�A3@7=CA�?C/:7O1/B7=< 

I )63�=B63@A�/113>B32�23A13<B�E7B6�;=27O1/B7=<��0CB� 
/2232�7;>=@B/<B�1/D3/BA�3�5���/0=CB�</BC@/:�A3:31B7=< 

I "/<G�3D3<�/;=<5��/@E7<’A�1:=A3�AC>>=@B3@A�3<:7AB32� 
67;�7<�B63�A3@D713�=4�“:/@53@”��>67:=A=>671/:��@3:757=CA�� 
A=17/:��1/CA3A 
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Darwin’’s critics 

I Louis Agassiz 

I Richard Owen 

I (/;C3:�,7:03@4=@13

I (B��3=@53��/19A=<�"7D/@B

I ,7::7/;�)6=;A=<��!=@2� 3:D7<

I �3<@G��:33;7<5��3<97<
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Louis Agassiz, 1807-1873 

I %@=43AA=@�=4�#/BC@/:�
�7AB=@G���/@D/@2�
*<7D3@A7BG 

I Darwin’A�:3/27<5�1@7B71�7<�
B63�*�(� 

I �3:2�=CB�4=@�A>3173A�
037<5�=@757</::G�27AB7<1B�
:=<5�/4B3@�;=AB�=B63@�
*�(��</BC@/:7ABA�6/2�
shifted to an 
3D=:CB7=</@G�D73E 
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Louis Agassiz, 1807-1873

 


  Darwin’


 

shifted to an 


 


“The world has arisen in some 
way or another. How it 
originated is the great 

question, and Darwin’s theory, 
like all other attempts to 

explain the origin of life, is 
thus far merely conjectural. I 
believe he has not even made 
the best conjecture possible in 

the present state of our 
knowledge.”

 

“Agassiz—when I saw him 
last, had read but a part of 
[the Origin]. He says it is 
poor—very poor!! (entre 

nous). The fact is he growls 
over it, like a well cudgelled 
dog,—is very much annoyed 
by it—to our great delight—
and I do not wonder at it.” 
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Richard Owen, 1804-1892 

I �;7<3<B�1=;>/@/B7D3�
/</B=;7AB��4=C<23@�=4�B63�
#/BC@/:��7AB=@G�"CA3C;��
London 

I �@16�1@7B71�=4��/@E7<’A�� 
E6=�<=<3B63:3AA�/113>B32�
/�0@=/2:G�B@/<A4=@;7AB�
D73E�=4�B63�67AB=@G�=4�:743 

I �/2�/�6756�>@=O:3�@C<�7<�
E7B6��CF:3G�=<�B63� 
/</B=;71/:�27443@3<13A�
between humans and apes 
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I �;7<3<B�1=;>/@/B7D3�
/</B=;7AB��4=C<23@�=4�B63�
#/BC@/:��7AB=@G�"CA3C;��
London 

I �@16�1@7B71�=4��/@E7<’A�� 
E6=�<=<3B63:3AA�/113>B32�

 

 

 

Richard Owen, 1804-1892
 

/�0@=/2:G�B@/<A4=@;7AB�
D73E�=4�B63�67AB=@G�=4�:743 

I �/2�/�6756�>@=O:3�@C<�7<�
E7B6��CF:3G�=<�B63� 
/</B=;71/:�27443@3<13A�
between humans and apes 

“But, as we have before 
been led to remark, most 

of Mr Darwin’s 
statements elude, by their 

vagueness and 
incompleteness, the test 
of Natural History facts.” 
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Samuel Wilberforce, 1805-1873

 

“ ”

  Led the charge against 
Darwin at the BA 
meeting in 1860

 

though his arguments 

from Owen
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“[The Origin of 
Species is] a 

rotten fabric of 
guess and 

speculation” 

Samuel Wilberforce, 1805-1873 

I �756�>@=O:3��7A6=>�=4�
$F4=@2��E3::�9<=E<�
230/B3@��“(=/>G�(/;”� 

I Led the charge against
Darwin at the BA 
meeting in 1860 

I �/;3�B=�AG;0=:7H3�
B63=:=571/::G�;=B7D/B32�
=>>=A7B7=<�B=��/@E7<��
though his arguments
E3@3�;/7<:G�0=@@=E32�
from Owen 
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St George Jackson Mivart, 

1827-1900
 

I %@=43AA=@�=4�.==:=5G��(B�
"/@G’A��=A>7B/:�"3271/:�
(16==: 

I �<7B7/::G�>=A7B7D3��63�
031/;3�7<1@3/A7<5:G�
1@7B71/:�=4��/@E7<’A�B63=@G� 
in the 1860s 

I �3::�=CB�>3@A=</::G�E7B6�
B63��/@E7<�17@1:3 

I	 Wrote the most 
AC0AB/<B7/:�3/@:G�0==9�
:3<5B6�1@7B7?C3�=4�Origin 

31
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I %@=43AA=@�=4�.==:=5G��(B�
"/@G’A��=A>7B/:�"3271/:�
(16==: 

I �<7B7/::G�>=A7B7D3��63�
031/;3�7<1@3/A7<5:G�
1@7B71/:�=4��/@E7<’A�B63=@G� 
in the 1860s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

St George Jackson Mivart, 

1827-1900
 

I �3::�=CB�>3@A=</::G�E7B6�
B63��/@E7<�17@1:3 

I Wrote the most 
AC0AB/<B7/:�3/@:G�0==9�
:3<5B6�1@7B7?C3�=4�Origin 

“As to ‘natural selection’,
I accepted it completely 
and in fact my doubts & 
(-*E'908-)7�;)6)�E678�

excited by attending Prof.
Huxley’s lectures at the 

School of Mines.” 
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William Thomson, Lord Kelvin, 1824-1907
 

 
’s 

 

 
estimated age of the 

the time he assumed was 

35
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William Thomson, Lord Kelvin, 1824-1907
 


 

’s 


 


 
estimated age of the 

the time he assumed was 



 
 

“But I think we may with 
much probability say that 
the consolidation [of the 
earth] cannot have taken 

place less than 
20,000,000 years ago…nor 
more than 400,000,000 

years ago…”
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Henry Fleeming Jenkin, 1833-1885Henry Fleeming Jenkin, 1833-1885

 
’s

 

  ’s 

doubts about the 
Darwin’

 
is often seen as one of 

Origin 
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Henry Fleeming Jenkin, 1833-1885
 

I �<57<33@��4@73<2���
1=::3/5C3�=4� 3:D7<’s 

I �<D=:D32�7<�:/G7<5�=4�
�B:/<B71�1/0:3

I (6/@32� 3:D7<’s 
@3:757=CA:G�;=B7D/B32�
doubts about the 
Darwin’A�1:/7;A

I �<�������>C0:7A632�E6/B�
is often seen as one of 
B63�;=AB�>=E3@4C:�

 
’s

 

  ’s 

doubts about the 
Darwin’

 
is often seen as one of 

Origin 
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Darwin’’s critics: points to notice
 

I	 �3E�23<732��/@E7<’A�@756B�B=�/2D/<13�67A�B63=@G�=<� 
036/:4�=4�/��<3E:G�A3:4�1=<O23<B��A173<13 

I	 None used a “:7B3@/:7AB71” interpretation of Genesis 
as a reason for rejecting Darwin’A�1:/7;A 

I	 "=AB�/113>B32�/113>B�A=;3�4=@;�=4�B63�>@7<17>:3�=4� 
23A13<B�E7B6�;=27O1/B7=<��0CB�@3831B32��/@E7<’s 
27AB7<1B7D3�/11=C<B�=4�6=E�7B�6/2�6/>>3<32� 

I	 "/<G�4=1CA32�=<�B63�/>>3/@/<13�=4�=@23@:7<3AA�=@� 
“design”�7<�</BC@3�B6/B�B63G�1:/7;32�E/A�<=B� 
3F>:/7<32�0G��/@E7<’A�B63=@G 
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Supporters versus critics: take #1
 

Supporters Critics 

38



Supporters Critics

Emerging 
consensus:


  Species evolve in 

an orderly way over 
geological time

  This process is 
amenable to 



- Older forms of 
natural theology, at 
least, are dead

Supporters versus critics: take #1
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Questions:
 
If there was so much consensus, why

;%7�8,)6)�73�19',�@�3*8)2�E)6')�@�


dispute?


Beyond the area of emerging consensus,

what was at stake for different 


participants in this debate?
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What was really at stake? 
I	 %67:=A=>6G	B63=:=5G 

–	 Is evolution God’s method of creation? If so, where is the 
):-()2')�3*�&)2)E')28�()7-+2���496437)�� 

I	 “Man’A�>:/13�7<�</BC@3” 
–	 Are we humans wholly part of nature? If so, how are we 

to account for seemingly unique human attributes such as 
language and the “moral sense”? 

I	 )63�>:/13�=4�A173<B7ABA�7<�+71B=@7/<�A=173BG 

–	 What are the respective roles of science (and scientists) 
and religion (and clerics) in society? What forms of social 
authority attach to each of these groups? 
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Supporters versus critics: take #2
 

Supporters Critics 
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Supporters versus critics: take 2
 

Supporters Critics 

Emerging 
'32F-'87 

�Is evolution a 
providential 
process? 

�How to account 
for human 
uniqueness? 

�What are the 
respective roles of 
science & the 
church in society? 
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So…back to our question 

To what extent did the Origin of 
inaugurate a ““�������"�� 

����������””� 
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#+�</9/:/4-�:.+�B<+�)8/:+8/'�,58�0;*-/4-�

whether we have a ““9)/+4:/B)�


revolution””
 
I	 Was there a sense of crisis? 
Ø ���� 
I	 ,/A�B63@3�/�:/@53�A1/:3�1=<B@=D3@AG� 
Ø ���� 
I	 ,3@3�B63@3�1:3/@�E7<<3@A�/<2�:=A3@A� 
Ø �����������������������! 

– ,6=�E=<��E6=�:=AB��,6/B�E/A�E=<��E6/B�E/A�:=AB� 
I ,/A�=<3�E/G�=4�2=7<5�A173<13�/0/<2=<32�7<�4/D=@�=4�

another? 
Ø  

–	 �=E�272�B63�>@/1B713�=4�53=:=5G�/<2�07=:=5G�A173<13�16/<53�
/4B3@������ 
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So…was there a ““Darwinian Revolution””?
 

I	 �����because most people 
–	 1=<D3@B32�4/7@:G�@/>72:G�B=�/113>B/<13�=4�B63�>@7<17>:3�=4�

23A13<B�E7B6�;=27O1/B7=< 

–	 1=<13232�4/7@:G�?C719:G�B63�/07:7BG�=4�A173<13�B=�7<D3AB75/B3�
6=E�B67A�;/G�6/D3�6/>>3<32 

– 5/D3�C>�=:23@��AB@71B3@�</BC@/:�B63=:=573A�0/A32�=<�B63�

<=B7=<�=4�A3>/@/B3:G�AC>3@</BC@/::G�23A75<32�A>3173A
 

I	 ����because most people 
–	 rejected Darwin’A�27AB7<1B7D3�D73EA�/0=CB�B63�@=:3�=4�</BC@/:�

A3:31B7=<�7<�23A13<B�E7B6�;=27O1/B7=< 

–	 rejected Darwin’A�D73E�B6/B�6C;/<A�6/D3�3D=:D32�7<�3F/1B:G�
B63�A/;3�E/G�/A�=B63@�/<7;/:A� 

–	 @34CA32�B=�/0/<2=<�B63�/>>3/:�B=�27D7<3�>@=D723<13�B=�
3F>:/7<�>/@B71C:/@�43/BC@3A�=4�B63�:7D7<5�E=@:2 
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Either way, some things changed
 

  secularization of 

– 

debates

– 
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Now it’’s your turn!
 
I	 You’@3�5=7<5�B=�>/@B717>/B3�7<�/�@3�3</1B;3<B�=4�B63�

Darwinian debate 

I	 �/16�=4�G=C�E7::�>719�/�67AB=@71/:�16/@/1B3@�B=�“>:/G”
 

I	 I’::�>=AB�“230/B3�4/1B�O:3A” on the 12 characters 
I’D3�B/:932�/0=CB�B=2/G�=<�B63�(B3::/@�A7B3���)63@3�
E3@3�;/<G�=B63@�>:/G3@A�7<�B63�230/B3��G=C�1=C:2�
3D3<�5=�/<2�“27A1=D3@”�A=;3=<3�3:A3�B=�>:/G�74�G=C�
>@343@J� 

I	 ,=@97<5�7<�A31B7=<A��G=C@�B/A9�7A�B=�“adopt” a 
character and present arguments from his point of
D73E 
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Points to remember
 

  You don’







 


 

Darwin’s work
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